‘Pets & Owners’

Results
Richard Shillcock

• Ray and Sahara, 9 years old, favourite food ‘rat-à-tuer’
Christine Simpson

• Name: Tesla
  Favourite thing: Food
  Enemy: Slippery floors and roombas
  Superpower: Coating all surfaces in fur
Jennifer Oxley

- Burton is a 12 year old Crested Gecko. His brother is called Cliff and they are named after the former Metallica bass player. They both love to lick mashed banana from the end of a chopstick, hunt for crickets, jump up on your shoulder, and sometimes walk upside down from the roof of their vivariums.
Katey Lee

• Smith is 10 years old and enjoys sunbathing and chasing moths. Nicknames include The Hooded Claw, Paws McGraw and Blinky Bill.
Jodie Cameron

• Stokesy, 2 years old, Favourite thing: drinking out the bathroom tap, nickname: Mr Knuckles
Neil Heatley

• Pedro, 11, loves cuddles and often participates in School's committee meetings via Skype
This is Greedy, as she’s always the first to the food. Age - unknown, they are rescue chickens, but we've had her about 3 years, I'd guess about 5. Favourite food - anything. Likes a slug or two, and definitely cat food. Biggest enemies - her fellow chickens, as it means she has competition for the food. If the chickens are out in the garden, it’s always her that recognises the sound of the back door opening, and makes a bee-line into the house, so she can get to the cat food. Which is through the kitchen, down a hall, and into the utility room. (She’s the one on the left in the 2nd photo). If you ever look out the kitchen window, and find a chicken staring back at you, it will be her. She's the only one that hops up onto the outside bins, or windowsill, so she can see what food might be going begging from inside.
Barbara Webb

• Fergus, age 5, was fearless as a kitten and still loves to climb as high as he can in any room, including up vertical ladders
Carol Marini

- Harvey, almost 9 years old. He’s a bit stubborn, terrified of cats and will cross the road to avoid them. He can be a bit of a thief and is tall enough to steal food from a kitchen worktop. He thinks the world revolves round him and whilst happy on a one-to-one basis, demands to be the centre of attention if you are talking to anyone else. However, he is very good natured, all the adults and kids in the street stop to talk to him when he hangs over the fence and everyone knows him by name. He’s really just a big softie!
Kasia Kokowska

• Witek, 7.5, loves tuna, sunny spots, watching Game of Thrones and cat videos, playing with his Informatics wrist band, sleeping, his humans. Despite being an indoor cat, he is known for hunting birds through the kitchen window. His biggest enemy: the hoover. Nicknames: Pointy Ears, Moon Eyes, Mr Stinky-Rubbish
Lynda Webb

• Joe: 11 years old, Master of the neighborhood, but comes home with more wounds as he’s getting older. Loves a tummy tickle

• Fluffy: 10 years old. He’s a survivor, he survived being eaten by maggots that the back half of his skin away. He loves being dried with a hair dryer
Ségo Gallus

• This is Jango. His favourite hobbies include watching giraffes on TV, lying down like a sniper and running around like a nutter after sniffing alcohol. Also... He knows he is beautiful and you know it too.
• Bun Bun is a very spoiled house rabbit who goes by many names: Bunny, Bunny Bunch, Munchkin Bunchkin, Monkey-Moo, Fatty Pancake. She loves napping, eating banana and headbutting people for attention.
Sarah Taylor

- Sister and Brother, Sookie (tabby) and Sheldon (grey) are 10 years old. Sookie's favourite pasttimes are snuggling up for a cuddle, chasing her brother and squeezing into the most unexpected places. Sheldon's pasttimes include yodeling in the middle of the night, stealing his sister's food and dramatically throwing himself in your path to either get a belly rub or to kill you. Intentions undecided.
Hi, My name is Pippa, I am 42 in cat years. This is my before/after picture. I used to live in a very small, windy island in the Inner Hebrides. Like my fur parents I really didn’t care for island living, now I am so much more chilled being a suburb kitty. I spend my days sleeping, running around the house meowing at 2am and getting my human to open the door continually even though I have a cat flap. I am on a diet as the vet says I am chubby but like most cats I don’t follow the rules and make up for it by bringing home lots of mice to eat.
We are three fish: Daisy, Mirjam and Lemon. We love to swim all day and we are very quiet. We like eating food. We have no eyelids and we forget things easily and we love our fishy hideout.
Angela Sturniolo

- My name is Jamie and I am two years old. I like jumping around, play with my fluffy mouse from Ikea and with flies ... they call me wee terminator because I like to destroy everything !! But it is such fun. I have got a big appetite. I don't like vets and being taken by surprise by big noises. They frighten me and I jump. In the morning a like jumping on my owners when they are still sleeping and start scratching the curtains till they wake up and feed me. I love my owner armchair and I like to sleep there and when nobody sees me I like to do my nails on it. I am a little bit mischievous, but gorgeous.